Welcome to our remote attendees!

Software Heritage Symposium & Summit 2024
Thursday, February 1st 2024

Welcome to our remote attendees!

Please:
- Turn off your webcam
- Turn off your mic
- Share your thoughts, follow the event: #SWH2024
Welcome address & opening

- **Marielza Oliveira**, Director Communications and Information Division for Digital Inclusion, Policies and Transformation, UNESCO
- **Gilles Mathieu**, French Ministry of Research and Higher Education
- **Jean-Frédéric Gerbeau**, Deputy CEO for Science, Inria
- **Roberto Di Cosmo**, Director, Software Heritage

#SWH2024
Industry & Public administration panel

- **Guillaume Avrin**, National coordinator for artificial intelligence, Direction Générale des Entreprises, France
- **Omar Mohsine**, Open Source coordinator, United Nations - Office of Information and Communications Technology
- **Marc Palazon**, CEO Groupe SMILE and Board member Numeum
- **Kate Stewart**, VP Dependable Embedded Systems, Linux Foundation

Moderator: **Roberto Di Cosmo**, Director, Software Heritage
Scientific challenges for analyzing and learning from preserved Source Code

- **Sebastiano Vigna**, Full professor, Università degli Studi di Milano
- **Harm de Vries**, Staff research scientist, ServiceNow & **Leandro von Werra**, Chief Loss Office, Hugging Face
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Coffee break

See you in a few minutes

#SWH2024
Open Science Panel

- Claudia Bauzer Medeiros, Professor, University of Campinas – UNICAMP
- Christopher S. Marcum, Senior Statistician and Senior Science Policy Analyst, Office of the Chief Statistician of the United States
- Vanessa Proudman, Director, SPARC Europe
- Kaitlin Thaney, Executive Director, Invest in Open Infrastructure

Moderator: Bhanu Neupane, Programme Manager for ICT and Sciences and Open Access to Scientific Research, UNESCO
Panel on Software Source code as part of Memory of the World

- **Rosana Lanzelotte**, President, Musica Brasilis
- **Pio Pellizzari**, Delegate of IASA, International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives
- **Valérie Schafer**, Professor, C2DH – University of Luxembourg
- **Prateek Sibal**, Programme Specialist, UNESCO

Moderator: **Jackson Banda**, Chief, Documentary Heritage Unit, UNESCO  #SWH2024
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Stay in touch:
swh-users@inria.fr
https://www.softwareheritage.org/newsletter/
https://www.softwareheritage.org/blog/

Thank you!

#SWH2024